A lot of identical bands are known at present in the Normal Deformed (ND) region. In our study of the occurrence and properties of identical bands in Super-Deformed (SD) nuclei we first applied the modified Variable Moment of Inertia (VMI) model to extract the band-head spin of Super-Deformed bands. The calculated transition energies, level spins and dynamic moment of inertia are systematically examined. Then, in the framework of theoretical model several identical bands are identified. The kinematic and dynamic moment of inertia have been calculated for the six pairs of Super-Deformed Identical Bands (SDIBs) which was not reported earlier in the literature. Thus, the results are significant. In all the cases J (2) is significantly higher than J (1) over a large range of frequency.
Introduction
The discovery of Identical Bands (IBs) in both Super-Deformed and Normal Deformed bands surprised and initialized many new experimental as well as theoretical studies [1, 2] . Observation of rotational bands in two different nuclei which have nearly same transition energies E within ± 3keV and nearly identical moment of inertia (dynamic) called identical bands was long believed would be difficult in nuclear physics. Therefore, finding such rotational bands increased the considerable interest in the field of nuclear physics. These identical bands exist at both low and high spins and thus describe many features of Super-Deformed and Normal Deformed bands. The first pair of SD identical bands was an excited band in 151 Tb whose energies were identical to yrast band of 152 Dy [3] . Later six identical SD bands found in 194 Tl [4] . In the past years, there have been a lot of theoretical works presented on various nuclear models to observe IBs both in ND and SD nuclei [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The above study motivated us to study the various features of SDIBs in A = 190 mass region. So the purpose of this work is to point out the existence of IBs in the SD nuclei with the help of modified VMI model and examine the behaviours of kinematic and dynamic moments of inertia.
The paper is organised as follows: A brief description of our approach to predict the level spin and band-head spin along with the calculation for kinematic and dynamic moments of inertia are presented in section 2. In Section 3 we present the obtained results for IBs in A = 190 mass region for SD nuclei. Finally, conclusion is given in section 4.
A Brief description of the VMI Model
The complete explanation of VMI model is described in literature [13] [14] [15] . The energy level of I 0 = 0, the ground-state bands in even-even nuclei are represented as:
The cubic equation is taken from the model. This cubic equation has one real root for any finite positive value of J 0 and C. The cubic equation is given as:
The transition energy for SD band is defined as [16] :
In this equation, the parameters J 0 and C are determined by fitting the experimentally known transition energies by using the Best-Fit Method (BFM). To find the rotational frequency ђω, the kinematic J (1) and dynamic J (2) moment of inertia using literature [13] [14] [15] , we have written an equation by differentiating the energy with respect to I(I +1) and using the chain rule, we can extract ђω; J (1) and J (2) from their definitions:
The J (1) moment of inertia is a direct measure of the transition energies while J (2) is obtained from differences in transitions energies (relative change in transition energies). The J (1) kinematic moment of inertia and J (2) dynamic moment of inertia are plotted with (ђω) rotational frequency to obtain the identical bands for SD nuclei. Table 1 . Band head moment of inertia, experimental transition energies, calculated transition energies, rotational frequencies along with kinematic J (1) and dynamic moments of inertia J (2) for SDIBs in A = 190 mass region are given. The first row shows the band head moment of inertia (J 0 ), the second row gives the estimated spin, the third and fourth rows gives the experimental and calculated transition energies respectively. In the fifth row the rotational frequencies are given. The kinematic and dynamic moment of inertia are presented in the sixth and seventh row respectively. Fig. 1 . The kinematic J (1) and dynamic J (2) moment of inertia plots with rotational frequency for 6 pairs of SDIBs. J (2) is significantly higher than J (1) in all the cases.
Results
In this section we studied 16 pairs of Super-Deformed Identical Bands (SDIBs) in A = 190 mass region. Firstly the band head spin and level spins of all the available SD bands is obtained by using the modified VMI model. The transition energies, band head moment of inertia for all the pairs have been calculated and compared with the experimentally available data using modified VMI model and data for 6 pairs are presented in Table 1 which are not quoted earlier in literature. The band-head moment of inertia (J 0 ) parameter is determined by fitting experimentally known transition energies using the Best Fit Method (BFM). A good agreement between the moment of inertia and the energies between two isotopes confirm these as identical bands which are investigated and shown in Table 1 . The band-head moment of inertia (J 0 ), calculated and experimental transition energies, rotational frequencies, kinematic J (1) and dynamic J (2) moment of inertia along with spin for the six pairs of IBs are given in Table 1 . To illustrate the quantitative agreement between the two isotopes of identical bands, we plotted in Fig. 1 the kinematic J (1) and dynamic J (2) moments of inertia with rotational frequencies for 6 pairs of IBs in which each pair has same behaviour. The results are in good agreement with each other. The J (2) is significantly higher than J (1) over a large rotational frequency range in A=190 mass region.
Conclusion
The present study is an effort to explore the SDIBs in A = 190 mass region. We have been able to confirm 16 pairs of IBs firmly in 190 mass region. It is well known that the two rotational bands having same dynamic and kinematic moment of inertia are considered to be as identical to each other. This fact seems to suggest that the band-head moment of inertia of these bands should be same. The problem of identical bands in Super-Deformed nuclei is investigated successfully. Six pairs of IBs are reported which was not mentioned earlier in the literature. With the help of modified VMI model, we find an excellent agreement between the experimental and theoretical energies. Also, we calculated kinematic and dynamic moment of inertia along with rotational frequencies and in all the six cases the results are in good agreement within the pair. In all the cases J (2) is significantly higher than J (1) . This work can be helpful in the field of nuclear physics.
